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Introduc on
IDA* (itera ve deepening A*) is an algorithm to solve the single source shortest path problem in large graphs. In contrast to uninformed search algorithms
like Dĳkstra’s algorithm, a problem-speciﬁc heuris c func on h(v) is used to make informed decisions about what nodes to expand.
Finding good heuris cs for search problems is a challenging problem o en made even harder by diﬃcul es in telling which heuris c of a set of candidate
heuris cs is best. Using our novel measure of heuris c quality η , the performance of heuris c func ons can be analysed eﬀec vely and the best heuris c
for a given problem space chosen.

The Heuris c Quality η

Heuris c Func ons: Pa ern Databases

Based on the Korf et al. (
) formula for the number of
expanded ver ces E(v0, d, P) for an IDA* search star ng
from v0 to depth d
d
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where Ni is the number of ver ces at distance i from v0
and P(d − i) is the probability that h(v) ≤ d − i for some
random vertex v, we deﬁne the heuris c quality
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With b being the branching factor and p(i) being the probability that h(v) = i for some random vertex v. Using η ,
we can show that the number of expanded nodes is propor onal to bd with η telling us how much the heuris c
speeds up the search.
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Pa ern Databases: powerful IDA* heuris cs obtained by taking a subset of the problem
conﬁgura on and tabula ng the solu on lengths for the en re problem space. If designed
carefully, h values of disjoint pieces of problem state can be added up to a powerful addive PDB heuris c.
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The quality of arbitrary heuris cs is computed by trea ng it as an expected value

histogram of a poor (Manha an) heuris c

η = E[b−h(v)]

plot η by the contribu on of each sphere to its value
large contribu on → much me spent at this distance
good heuris cs spend more me closer to the goal
answers long standing ques on: h values of what part
of the search space are most cri cal to performance?
 many heuris cs have tweakable parameters
 so tweak them according to the histogramm

over all ver ces in the search space. For this purpose, we developed sphere stra sﬁed
sampling, a novel sampling scheme were the search space is stra ﬁed into spheres of
ver ces with a given distance to the goal vertex v0. Samples are taken according to the
scheme
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. perform a random walk of n steps from v0 to obtain a candidate vertex vn
. enumerate all shortest paths from v0 to vn; if there is a path of less than n steps, discard vn
. otherwise, take vn as an observa on and compensate for the sampling bias by compu ng
the probability with which vn has been reached by the random walk from v0
Although the sample is biased, the bias can be compensated for eﬀec vely, leading to low
margins of error on η with reasonable sample sizes.
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histogram of two good (PDB collec on) heuris cs
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